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Abstract: In this paper, different routing techniques using decision logic with identity circuit to identify the faulty element in FPGA interconnects are presented. The fault model we use here is stuck-open and resistive-open for interconnects. This technique is implemented in FPGA chips and verified using fault emulation. Failure analysis and the yield enhancement process are done by using high resolution routing. Open faults are the most common type of defect in deep sub-micron technology. An open fault is discontinuity in the connection between two circuit nodes that should be completely connected. A minor discontinuity results in resistive connection. A fault can be avoided by using another configuration which implements the same functionality but avoids the faulty elements. So a fast and high resolution routing technique is exploited to allow the use of defective chips and can also be used as fault tolerant schemes.
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INTRODUCTION

The resistive-open and complete-open fault models for wires and the stuck-open model for programmable interconnect points (PIPs) are used. A PIP stuck-open fault causes the PIP to be permanently open regardless of the value of the SRAM cell controlling the PIP. In this paper, a two-step routing technique to precisely identify the faulty element(s) in FPGA interconnects [1-8]. The coarse-grain step localizes the fault to a small portion of the FPGA or a set of resources (e.g. a routing path), whereas the fine-grain step precisely locates the fault inside that portion of FPGA or that set of resources. An efficient search technique is exploited in the fine-grain step so as to minimize the number of configurations required. This technique can be used either by the manufacturer during failure analysis or by an FPGA user for application-specific diagnosis or fault tolerance.

Diagnosis of Open Fault in FPGA: The FPGA model used in this paper is a two dimensional array of configurable logic blocks (CLBs) consisting of logic blocks and switch matrices [9]. There are four logic blocks in each CLB connected to the switch matrix through input and output MUXes (IMUX and OMUX). Each logic block consists of lookup tables (LUTs) and programmable sequential elements. Switch matrices provide the connectivity to different CLBs, while logic blocks contain the combinational and sequential programmable logic.

Coarse-Grain Diagnosis: The goal of the coarse-grain diagnosis phase is to isolate the fault to a small portion of the FPGA. For some applications, such as some fault tolerance techniques in FPGAs, this phase is sufficient, whereas in others, such as failure analysis, a fine-grain localization of the fault is necessary after this phase. Test-configuration generation for FPGAs is typically decomposed into test generation for logic and test generation for interconnects. In the test configurations for interconnects only decision logic (i.e. identity function) followed by a flip-flop is implemented in logic blocks.

An example of such an interconnect test configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The test configuration consists of several wires under test (WUTs) in the entire FPGA. Note that this test configuration can be viewed as parallel shift registers. The logic value of a WUT will be captured in the flip-flop connected to it in the next clock cycle. Hence, if a WUT is faulty, the content of the flip-flop connected to it is also faulty. By observing the output of the flip-flops after applying test vectors, the
Fine-Grain Diagnosis: The input to the fine-grain diagnosis flow is a defective WUT, which is the result of the coarse-grain diagnosis scheme. The goal of this part of the diagnosis flow is to exactly identify the faulty resource [10], i.e. PIP or line segment, on the faulty WUT. Because open faults in different resources of a WUT have the same logic effect, they are equivalent faults and therefore the exact location of the fault cannot be identified using traditional logic diagnosis techniques. For example, if an open fault happens on any PIP or line segment on the WUT shown in Fig. 1, the same effect is captured in the flip-flop of logic block L2 and all these open faults are indistinguishable from the fault effect captured in that flip-flop. Thus, the reconfigurability and programmability features of FPGAs to solve this problem are exploited. A new technique which is called Remove/Reroute is proposed.

In Fig. 2.a, a WUT is shown as a part of a test configuration which is diagnosed to have an open fault. In Fig. 2.b, a portion of this WUT is removed and the WUT is rerouted without using those removed resources. In this example, the fault is located in the removed resources, therefore the new rerouted WUT will pass the test.

There are some implementation issues with this technique. Typically line segments are not directly programmable; the only programmable resources in the FPGA interconnects are PIPs. Hence, to remove a line segment from a WUT, both incoming and outgoing PIPs for that line segment must be removed from the WUT. For example in Fig. 3, to remove the line segment between B and C, both the PIPs (A,B) and (C,D) must be removed from the WUT. The dotted PIPs inside the switch matrix are those connected to B and C but not used (i.e. turned off) in this configuration.

In the implementation, both remove and reroute phases are automated using some features of an internal place and route tool at Xilinx Inc. In this tool, some PIPs of the FPGA can be marked so as to be not used by the place-and-route tool in completing the rerouting of the design. Although the new configuration for this WUT does not use either PIP (A,B) or (C,D) from the original
Modeling Resistive Opens: Figure 4 shows a three-stage inverter chain with a resistive open defect in the middle stage. The delay of the middle stage can be estimated by the following equation, \( \text{Delay} = \frac{R_t (VDD) + R_{\text{def}}}{C} \) where \( R_t \) is the transistor turn-on resistance as a function of the supply voltage, \( VDD \). \( C \) is the total capacitance, including wire capacitances and load capacitance of the next stage, seen at this stage [11]. The load capacitance is proportional to the number of fanouts of this stage and input capacitance of each fanout branch. The delay ratio is used as the detectability metric, which is the delay of the defective circuit over the delay of the good circuit [12]. Delay ratio can be viewed as a signal to noise ratio - a larger value means higher resolution in detecting the delay fault.

Improvement ratio is defined as:
\[
\text{Improvement Ratio} = \frac{\text{Delay Ratio of Circuit with Fanout}}{\text{Delay Ratio of Original Design}}
\]

The following graphs show the improvement ratio for delay analysis:

Compared to unbuffered PIPs, each stage in the path is isolated because they are separated by buffers, yielding a slight reduction in improvement ratio as the path length increases compared to that for unbuffered PIPs. The conclusion is that the technique is still almost insensitive to path length, even for isolated stages.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a two-step diagnosis method for high resolution localization of open faults in FPGA interconnects. The first step, coarse-grain diagnosis, is the byproduct of interconnect testing of FPGA in which only transparent logic and flip-flops are implemented in logic blocks. The second step, fine-grain
diagnosis, is performed by removing some resources from a defective WUT and rerouting the WUT without using those resources. Simulations for path delay analysis of both buffered and unbuffered PIPs show that improvement gained is almost insensitive to length of the path. hence all the routing resources in the FPGA can be tested for resistive opens as well as conventional boolean faults without any extra test configurations.
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